A self-consistent rate-equation approach to the study of transitions in the critical island size i in submonolayer growth from iϭ1 to iϭ2 and from iϭ1 to iϭ3, corresponding to homoepitaxial growth on metal ͑111͒ and ͑100͒ surfaces, is presented. In contrast to previous standard rate-equation results, the average island density and monomer density are well predicted along with the transition temperature from iϭ1 to a higher critical island size. It is shown that the method's implicit short-range correlations between attachment/ detachment rates, together with a careful estimate of the escape rates for small clusters, are important factors for a good agreement with the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation results. ͓S0163-1829͑98͒00227-6͔
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of new experimental techniques, such as scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒, and reflection highenergy electron diffraction ͑RHEED͒, has made possible the real-time probing of microscopic details of the surface during the early stages of thin-film growth. 1 These developments have renewed both the experimental 2-12 and theoretical [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] interest in the scaling properties of the island density and island-size distribution in submonolayer epitaxial growth. One motivation is that the dependence of the submonolayer island density N on deposition rate and temperature at fixed coverage in the precoalescence regime may be used to identify important activation energies for microscopic processes on the surface.
One concept that has been extensively used in such studies is that of a critical island size i ͑Ref. 13͒ corresponding to one less than the number of atoms in the smallest stable island. According to the standard rate-equation ͑RE͒ analysis 13 for a given critical island size i, the island density N ͑at fixed coverage ͒ scales as
where F is the deposition rate, D h ϭ 0 e ϪE a /k B T is the hopping rate ͑where 0 is the attempt frequency and E a is the activation energy for adatom diffusion͒, E i is the critical cluster binding energy, and i ϭi/(iϩ2). With increasing temperature, a transition from a critical island size iϭ1 at low temperature to a higher critical island size at high temperature is expected to occur. In particular, such transitions have been observed in metal ͑111͒ and metal ͑100͒ homoepitaxy for a variety of systems. 6, 8, 9, 12 For example, a transition from iϭ1 at room temperature to iϭ3 at higher temperature was reported for Fe/Fe͑100͒ deposition. 8 Recently, a transition from iϭ1 to iϭ2 with increasing temperature has also been reported in Rh/Rh͑111͒ deposition. 12 One of the standard tools used in studying submonolayer growth is the rate-equation approach. 23 Rate equations with constant or power-law size-dependent capture numbers have been successfully used to predict the qualitative behavior of the dependence of island and monomer density on the deposition flux and on coverage. [13] [14] [15] However, it has been shown 14, 15 that this standard approach cannot give quantitative agreement with the experimental data or kinetic Monte Carlo ͑KMC͒ simulations.
Recently, Bales and Chrzan carried out a self-consistent calculation of the rate coefficients for the case of irreversible low-temperature growth 20 ͑corresponding to iϭ1͒ that gives quantitative agreement with KMC simulations. In addition, Bales and Zangwill 21 have recently suggested a generalization of the self-consistent rate-equation calculation for the case of reversible growth corresponding to growth at higher temperature. Using this approach, good agreement was found with Monte Carlo simulations for a model with no critical island size and a detachment rate that decreased very slowly with the island size.
In the present work we consider a RE approach to submonolayer growth for a restricted pair-bond model 16, 22 that is relevant to low-and intermediate-temperature metal ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ homoepitaxy. Our model is very different from the one studied in Ref. 21 since in our model only small islands are unstable, while in the model studied in Ref. 21 all islands are unstable and there is no critical island size. We note that in previous work 22 we have shown that for this model the standard RE approach 17 leads to poor agreement with KMC simulations, as well as to a prediction for the crossover scaling function, which significantly underestimates the transition temperature. It was suggested 22 that this is due to the lack of a self-consistent treatment of attachment/detachment in that approach. Here we focus on a rate-equation approach in which a self-consistent calculation of the attachment and escape rates is used. We also compare our results with new KMC simulations. As discussed in more detail below, our results indicate that such an approach leads to good agreement with KMC simulation results for the average monomer density, island density, and crossover scaling behavior.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After a brief discussion of the model and of the crossover scaling form for the island density for the case of reversible growth, we present the details of our self-consistent rate-equation ap-proach. We then present a comparison between our rateequation predictions and KMC simulations. A summary of our results and conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. RESTRICTED PAIR-BOND MODEL AND SCALING OF THE ISLAND DENSITY
The restricted pair-bond model considered here has been previously studied via KMC simulations 16, 19, 22 and standard RE analysis [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and is described by the following rules: ͑a͒ Adatoms without a nearest-neighbor bond ͑monomers͒ may randomly diffuse ͑hop͒ to a nearest-neighbor site with hopping rate D h . ͑b͒ Adatoms with one nearest-neighbor bond may diffuse to a nearest-neighbor site with detachment rate D 1 ϭr 1 D h , where r 1 ϭe ϪE N /k B T and E N is the nearestneighbor bond energy. ͑c͒ Enhanced edge diffusion is included such that adatoms with just one nearest neighbor bond may diffuse along edges and around kinks with a rate D e ϭr e D h . ͑d͒ Atoms with two or more nearest-neighbor bonds are assumed to be immobile.
As already noted, this model is appropriate for homoepitaxial growth on ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ metal surfaces at temperatures for which two-bond detachment may be neglected.
14 At low temperatures ͑corresponding to stable dimers͒ the critical island size i is equal to 1. However, with increasing temperature dimers become unstable, leading to an increased critical island size. In particular, at high temperatures on a triangular lattice ͓corresponding to a ͑111͒ metal surface͔ trimers will be stable, corresponding to iϭ2. Similarly, at high temperatures on a square lattice ͓corresponding to a ͑100͒ metal surface͔ tetramers will be stable, corresponding to iϭ3.
Of particular interest is the crossover behavior as a function of temperature from iϭ1 to a higher critical island size iϭ2(3) on triangular ͑square͒ lattices. A general crossover scaling form for a transition from a critical island size iϭ1 to iϭk in the absence of two-bond detachment has already been proposed, 16 
NϳR
where N is the island density at fixed coverage , R ϭD h /F, and the crossover scaling function f 1k satisfies
For our model, the standard RE result ͑1͒ along with a consideration of the binding energy of the critical island implies x 1k ϭ3/2 for kϭ2,3. 17, 22 We note that recent KMC simulations 22 on a triangular lattice have shown good agreement with this result (x 12 Ӎ3/2), while on a square lattice a slightly lower effective value has been found (x 13 Ӎ1.33).
The crossover scaling form ͑2͒ also implies that the effective scaling exponent ϭd(ln N)/d(ln F) may be written in a similar form,
where the crossover scaling function g 1k satisfies
As already noted, 22 the standard RE approach 17 leads to poor agreement for both the island-density crossover scaling function f 1k and the effective exponent crossover scaling function g 1k and significantly underestimates the transition temperature. Accordingly, in the present work we focus on a self-consistent approach. However, before discussing this approach in detail, we first briefly describe our kinetic Monte Carlo ͑KMC͒ simulations of the restricted pair-bond model.
As in previous work 15, 16, 19, 22 simulations were carried out using a simple solid-on-solid ͑SOS͒ model with square and triangular lattices. In both cases, adatoms were deposited starting with an initially flat surface at a rate F per site while deposited adatoms without a nearest-neighbor in-plane bond ͑monomers͒ were allowed to diffuse randomly to nearestneighbor sites with hopping rate D h . Adatoms with one or more nearest-neighbor in-plane bonds were allowed to diffuse as described above. In particular, for the case of rapid edge-diffusion on a triangular lattice, adatoms with one nearest-neighbor bond were allowed to diffuse ''along an edge'' ͑i.e., to a nearest-neighbor site that retained a bond with the original bond site͒ at a rate D e ϭD h . For the case of rapid edge diffusion on a square lattice, adatoms with one nearest-neighbor bond were allowed to diffuse ''along an edge'' and around ''corners'' at a rate D e ϭD h in order to mimic rapid cluster relaxation. For both triangular and square lattices the edge diffusion of dimer atoms was suppressed in order to prevent dimer mobility.
In addition to adatoms that land directly on the surface, adatoms may land on an existing island. In this case the deposited adatoms are assumed to diffuse in the same manner as on the substrate, while monomers may diffuse over an island edge to the layer below at the same rate as for ordinary diffusion. 24 Thus, for example, an adatom that lands on another adatom will almost immediately ''diffuse'' to the layer below and form a dimer.
In order to obtain good statistics for both the island density N ͑corresponding to the density of clusters of size 2 or larger͒ and the monomer density ͗n 1 ͘, averages were carried out over 10-30 runs, using lattice sizes ranging from L ϭ500 to Lϭ1000. In order to study transitions in the critical island size as a function of temperature, the average island and monomer densities were measured in the submonolayer ''precoalescence'' regime (0рр0.3) using a wide range of values for the one-bond detachment rate r 1 (2.5ϫ10 Ϫ6 Ͻr 1 Ͻ10 Ϫ3 ) and diffusion ratio RϭD h /F (10 5 Ͻ R Ͻ 10 11 ).
III. SELF-CONSISTENT RATE-EQUATION APPROACH
The rate-equation approach 13, 23 involves a set of deterministic coupled reaction-diffusion equations describing the time ͑coverage͒ dependence of average quantities. The RE variables are the average densities of monomers ͗n 1 ͘ and of islands of size sу2, ͗n s ͘, where s is the number of atoms in the island. A general form of these equations, taking into account nucleation and aggregation of islands, direct impingement of adatoms, and detachment of monomers from unstable islands may be written as
In these equations, the terms with s correspond to the capture of monomers by other monomers or by existing islands, while the terms with s Ϫ1 correspond to the detachment of monomers from islands of size s. The terms with k s ͑where k s ϭs since diffusion is much faster than deposition͒ correspond to the deposition of adatoms directly on islands of size s. The factors of 1/4 in the capture terms are included since these terms are usually expressed in terms of the diffusion constant D rather than of the hopping rate D h ͑DϭD h /4 for both square and triangular lattices͒.
Of crucial importance in the use of rate equations as a tool to make quantitative predictions is an accurate calculation of the capture numbers s and escape rates s Ϫ1 . As has already been mentioned, the restricted pair-bond model gives a realistic description of a critical island size transition on metal ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ surfaces. In this model only the small islands ͑dimers and trimers͒ are unstable; therefore a careful calculation of the attachment/detachment rates for these small islands is required.
Recently, Bales and Zangwill 21 have outlined a meanfield procedure for the self-consistent calculation of the capture numbers and detachment rates. Essentially, this consists of solving a diffusion equation for the monomer density n 1 (r) near an island of size s of the form,
where the screening ͑absorption͒ length corresponding to the effect of all the other islands and monomers is given by
͑8͒
Assuming radial symmetry and the boundary condition that far from the island the monomer density takes the average value ͗n 1 ͘, the solution of Eq. ͑7͒ is
where K 0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function, and the constant A is determined by the boundary condition at the edge of the island.
Of crucial importance is a correct boundary condition for the monomer density n 1 (r) at the island edge rϭR s ͑where R s is the radius of a circular island of size s and is typically assumed to satisfy 20 
where J s ϭ sϩ1 ͗n sϩ1 ͘/͗n s ͘ is the detachment rate at the edge of an island of size s, aϭ1 is the lattice constant, m s is the number of paths connecting next-nearest-neighbor sites to nearest-neighbor sites on the perimeter, and sϩ1 is the effective detachment rate from an island of size sϩ1. 
the following expressions for the capture numbers and escape rates are obtained:
where K 0 ,K 1 are modified Bessel functions. 25 The extra factor of 2 ͑which was not explicitly noted in Ref. 21͒ in the expression for 2 Ϫ1 is due to the fact that two monomers are produced by the breakup of a dimer. 26 We note that in the above discussion we have used the same form for the microscopic detachment rate J s as in Ref. 21 . The alternative form J s ϭ s ͑in which the outward flux corresponds directly to the detachment rate from an island of size s͒ may also be used and was found to give similar results. This leads to the same expression for s , but a modified one for the escape rates,
For the case of low-temperature irreversible growth ( s ϭ0) the correct boundary condition in the absence of a barrier to attachment is n 1 (R s )ϭ0, which leads to the constraint ␤ s Ϫ1 ϭ0. In the previous work of Bales and Zangwill, 21 this was accomplished by assuming that m s Ӎ2R s for all s and studying a model in which the islands were forced to be circular. In contrast, in our model this is a poor approximation-and leads to poor agreement with KMC simulations-since detachment is only allowed from small islands. On the other hand, a direct counting of m s for small islands leads to ␤ s Ϫ1 Ͻ0, which is unphysical. In order to solve these problems, we have carried out the following procedure. First, the attachment term corresponding to the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑10͒ has been replaced with a sum over all sites one hop away from the perimeter sites. Carrying out a Taylor expansion, this leads to the following expression for ␤ s Ϫ1 ,
where the sum runs over all sites j that are within one hop of an attachment site, m s j is the number of paths connecting such a site with a perimeter site, and m s ϭ ͚ j m s j . In the above expression, M is the number of hopping directions (M ϭ4 on a square lattice, M ϭ6 on a triangular lattice͒ and x j is the difference between the distance x j from the site j to the center of the island and R s . The constraint ␤ s Ϫ1 ϭ0 then leads to the following expression for the ''effective'' radius R s ,
For example, on a square lattice, for a monomer there are four next-nearest-neighbor sites at a distance 2a, and four next-nearest-neighbor sites at a distance a&. Equation ͑15͒ then leads to R 1 ϭ4a(1ϩ&) /(6ϩ). A similar calculation has been done for the small unstable islands on both triangular and square lattices. We note that the radius values obtained from Eq. ͑15͒ are not significantly different from the previously mentioned values R s ϭs 1/d f . However, the use of the correct value of m s in Eq. ͑13b͒ is of crucial importance for the correct estimate of the escape rates for the restricted pair-bond model and is theoretically consistent with Eq. ͑11͒ only if the radius is redefined as in Eq. ͑15͒. For larger islands, for which both corrections in R s and detachment are negligible in our model, the usual expression 20 R s ϭs 1/d f was used along with the continuum approximation m s ϭ2R s . Figure 1 shows typical results for the average monomer density and total island density ͑corresponding to the density of clusters of size 2 or larger͒ as a function of coverage obtained using our self-consistent RE approach for the restricted pair-bond model on a triangular lattice corresponding to growth on a metal ͑100͒ surface. The results span a range of values of the crossover variable Y ϭr 1 3/2 R as well as of the critical island size ranging from iϭ1 to iϭ2. Also shown are KMC simulation results with the same parameters for the case of large edge diffusion. As can be seen, in contrast to the standard rate-equation results, 17, 22 there is very good agreement between the self-consistent rate-equation results and the KMC simulations for both the island and the monomer densities. We note that in the rate equations we assumed that islands with size sу3 are stable, which corresponds to the case of large edge diffusion ͑see Appendix͒. The fractal dimension used in the RE was d f ϭ1.8, since it has been previously shown 19 ,27 that on a triangular lattice the islands remain fractal in the absence of two-bond detachment.
IV. RESULTS

A. Triangular lattice geometry
We have also calculated the effective exponent ϭd(ln N)/d(ln F) using our self-consistent rate-equation approach as a function of the crossover scaling variable Y as shown in Fig. 2 . Also shown are previously published KMC results 22 both with and without edge diffusion. For comparison, we have also included the standard RE results, as well as RE results using capture cross sections appropriate for the irreversible case, 20 but without a self-consistent calculation of the escape rates. As can be seen, while there is very good agreement between the self-consistent RE results and KMC simulations, the other RE approaches significantly underestimate the crossover temperature. The improved agreement of the self-consistent RE approach shows clearly that the correlation between attachment and detachment rates, as expressed in Eq. ͑13b͒, is the key factor in obtaining correct results. We note that the values of r 1 , R, and Y , used in the RE results shown in Fig. 2 line͒ although not for the standard RE results ͑dotted line͒. The most likely explanation for this is the existence of logarithmic corrections which arise in the self-consistent rateequation approach 20 but which are effectively screened due to correlations. For large RϭD h /F these corrections are very small ͑as can be seen from Fig. 2͒ and vanish in the limit of infinite R. However, given the smallness of the overshoot it is also possible that slight numerical inaccuracies that arise in the integration of the self-consistent rate equations for large R may play a role. Figures 3 and 4 show similar results to those in Fig. 1 for the case of reversible growth on a square lattice ͓correspond-ing to growth on a metal ͑100͒ surface͔ both for the case without edge diffusion ͑Fig. 3͒ as well as with rapid edge diffusion ͑Fig. 4͒. The results span a range of values of the crossover variable Y ϭr 1 x 13 R ranging from small Y ͑corre-sponding to iϭ1͒ to large Y ͑corresponding to iϭ3͒. In this case, the fractal dimension used was d f ϭ2.0 since even without edge diffusion the islands are compact due to detachment. As can be seen in Fig. 3 , for the case of no edge diffusion there is excellent agreement between the selfconsistent RE predictions and the KMC results. We note that the fluctuations observed in the KMC results are due to the very low monomer density that leads to poor statistics. Also shown ͑Fig. 4͒ are the results obtained for the case of rapid edge diffusion. In this case the island density is somewhat overestimated by the RE, although the monomer density is still well predicted. 28 We note that for the RE results shown here we have assumed that islands with four or more atoms are stable. This is a good approximation for the case with rapid edge diffusion since in this case any atom that attaches to an island can immediately find a stable binding site. Therefore, it is rather surprising that we find good agreement for both the case without edge diffusion and with edge diffusion. As previously noted in Ref. 29 this appears to be due to the fact that while monomers that attach to an island may detach in the case without edge diffusion, they are very likely to quickly reattach to the same island at a stable binding site and so do not lead to a significant modification of the rate equations. We note that in our calculations we also considered the case in which detachment from islands of sizes 5 and 7 was allowed ͑see Appendix͒ since for these island sizes at least one atom may detach. However, this led to results that were not significantly different from those already shown.
B. Square lattice geometry
We have also used our self-consistent rate-equation approach to calculate the exponent as a function of the crossover scaling variable Y as shown in Fig. 5 . 30 The parameters used were again chosen to be typical for metal ͑100͒ deposition. 17 In particular, we have included two RE curves, one corresponding to small D h /F at low temperatures ( 0 /Fϭ5ϫ10 11 , E a ϭ0.4 eV, E N ϭ0.2 eV, 200 KϽT Ͻ350 K͒ the other corresponding to a higher value of D h /F for the same value of Y ( 0 /Fϭ10 13 , E a ϭ0.45 eV, E N ϭ0.6 eV, 380 KϽTϽ700 K). As can be seen, for large Y ͑corresponding to high temperatures͒ there is very little difference between the two RE curves. However, for the small D h /F case the effective value of is lower for small Y ͑low temperature͒ than the expected value of 1/3 due to the fact that the corresponding D h /F values are not in the asymptotic scaling range. Also shown are previously published KMC results for ͑Ref. 22͒ both with and without edge diffusion. As for the triangular lattice, there is now very good agreement between the self-consistent rate-equation results and KMC simulations, although again there appears to be the possibility of a very slight overshoot in the value of for very large Y .
For comparison, Fig. 5 also shows the standard RE results with constant capture cross section, as well as RE results using capture cross section appropriate for the irreversible case but without a self-consistent calculation of the escape rates. In contrast to our self-consistent RE results, these results show a very poor agreement with the simulations. Therefore, we conclude again that the improved agreement is due to the use of a self-consistent calculation of the attachment/detachment rates for small islands.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have used a self-consistent rate-equation approach to study a model of submonolayer growth that is relevant to low-and intermediate-temperature metal ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ homoepitaxy. We have also studied the crossover behavior in the island density as a function of temperature for this model. Good agreement was found with KMC simulations for both the monomer and island densities as well as for the islanddensity scaling exponent for both triangular and square lattices. This is in contrast to previous approaches 17 that gave poor agreement for both the island and monomer densities and greatly underestimated the transition temperature.
Of key importance in obtaining good agreement with the KMC simulations was the use of a self-consistent calculation of attachment and escape rates. Such a calculation implicitly takes into account short-range correlations between attachment and detachment processes. This leads to a ''correction'' factor s /m s that multiplies the microscopic detachment rate and gives the reduced effective escape rate s Ϫ1 . 21 We note that such a factor is equivalent to the heuristic correction factor already used in Ref. 22 . In our case, the ''correction'' factor was obtained by a careful counting of the total number m s of microscopic paths for attachment to small clusters. Also important was a redefinition of the effective island radius R s as expressed by Eq. ͑15͒ in order to satisfy the correct boundary condition in the limit of no detachment.
While our results indicate that the self-consistent rateequation approach gives significantly improved results for average quantities, the predicted island-size distributions n s () remain in poor agreement with simulation results. 16 This is similar to what has been previously observed for the case of irreversible attachment. 20 As pointed out in Refs. 20, 22, and 18, this appears to be due to the existence of correlations that modify the size dependence of the capture numbers s although the average capture number av remains unchanged. Such correlations have so far not been properly taken into account using a rate-equation formulation, although in Ref. 18 the size dependence of the capture cross section s was measured for a point-island model with irreversible attachment and compared with the corresponding self-consistent rate-equation prediction. The neglect of such correlations may also be the origin of the slight overshoot in the value of observed for large Y .
In summary, our self-consistent calculation has led to significantly improved predictions for the average monomer density, island density, and crossover scaling behavior in a model of metal ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ homoepitaxy. This suggests that a similar approach may be a useful tool in the study of a variety of other systems. 25 The self-consistent rate-equation procedure consists of a numerical integration of Eq. ͑6͒ using s and s given by Eqs. ͑13͒ along with an iterative self-consistent calculation of and s based on Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑13a͒, and a form for R s at each stage. 26 The case sϭ1 is special since from the point of view of a monomer the other monomers have a double hopping rate ͑Ref. 20͒. Because of this relative motion, both the left-hand side of Eq. ͑10͒ and the capture term in Eq. ͑10͒ should be multiplied by 2, while the microscopic detachment rate is 2 ϭ2r 1 D h . On the other hand, the corresponding RE terms in Eq. ͑12͒ both have a factor of 2 due to the loss ͑formation͒ of two monomers by the formation ͑breakup͒ of a dimer. This explains the presence of the extra factor of 2 in the expression for 2 Ϫ1 . 27 Z. Zhang, X. Chen, and M. G. Lagally, Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 1829 ͑1994͒. 28 We note that while the agreement for the square-lattice case is reasonably good, for the case of rapid edge diffusion the agreement is not quite as good as for the triangular lattice. This may be due to geometrical effects that are more important for the square lattice. In particular, for the square-lattice geometry a correct evaluation of the capture and detachment terms in Eq. ͑10͒ for the critical island (sϭ3) involves averaging over possible configurations. To avoid this, we have assumed the most simple form of the cluster ͑i.e., a linear shape for trimers, neglecting the possibility of an L shape͒. Taking into account the possibility of an L shape would clearly decrease the effective detachment rate and lead to better agreement with simulations. 29 C. Ratsch, P. Smilauer, A. Zangwill, and D. D. Vvedensky, Surf.
Sci. 328, L599 ͑1995͒. 30 Here we have used x 13 ϭ1.33 since this gives a better scaling of the KMC data as well as better agreement with the scaling form ͑2͒ for the crossover scaling behavior ͑Ref. 22͒. As noted in Ref. 22 , the use of the value x 13 ϭ1.5 is roughly equivalent to a shift of the RE curves and simulation results in Fig. 5 to the left by a factor of 10.
